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Abstract—Unprecedented volumes of location-based infor-
mation have been produced as a result of the widespread adop-
tion of social network applications and GPS-enabled devices
and sensors. Publication of such location data can provide
valuable resources for researchers and government agencies
in applications ranging from near real-time population-wide
health monitoring to planning for future cities. However, such
data hold personally identifying information, which gives rise to
many privacy issues. There is thus a pressing need for ways to
restrict this inherently identifying location-related information,
however ideally we would like to preserve the utility of the
data. Importantly, any such solution has to be scalable to large
population-wide data scenarios. To tackle this, we introduce
a novel differentially private hierarchical location sanitization
(DPHLS) approach based on the concept "(α, r)-dataset" im-
plemented through a Variable Order Mobility Markov Model
(VO3M). We show how this system allows individual locations
in personal trajectories to be protected using selection and
frequency perturbation mechanisms using the "(α, r)-dataset",
leveraging past (published) location histories to obfuscate
the user location in a flexible and controllable manner. The
effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed solution is evaluated
through the big data experiments that have been carried
out using an OpenStack-based Cloud and Apache Spark-
based platform utilising large-scale social media trajectories.
The experimental results suggest that the privacy publication
algorithm can successfully scale to big data scenarios whilst
retaining the utility of the datasets (trajectories) and preserving
individual user privacy.

Keywords-social media; location privacy; differential pri-
vacy; big data;

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the rise in GPS-enabled devices, sensors and the

ubiquitous adoption of social networks, large swathes of

personal information are now increasingly available online.

The increasing accessibility of large-scale infrastructures

and technologies for data analysis and mining raises many

challenges related to privacy. It might be argued that if an

individual posts something to social media, then privacy is

not a real issue, however often metadata is released that the

user may be unaware of. Metadata related to the location of

the individual posting to social media such as their current

location can be used to identify individuals directly and

their movement patterns. This information is captured if the

location based service on the phone is activated, indeed

many social media platforms offer improved or targeted

services that use the user location as captured in their mobile

devices to improve their service offerings, e.g. friends that

may be nearby, or the most highly recommended restaurant

in the vicinity. Twitter is one such example with more than

500 million tweets sent per day that is used for a rich variety

of geospatially targeted analysis.

However, publication of such location data can provide

valuable resources for researchers and government agencies

in applications ranging from near real-time population-wide

health monitoring to planning for future cities. Approaches

that can limit the risk of breaching location privacy would

encourage more users to share their location information.

Therefore, protecting individual spatial temporal mobility

information (trajectories) from location-based social net-

works is highly desirable. The challenge is how to balance

the individual privacy while still making the individual’s

location data publicly available for mining and analysis. We

need to handle two key challenges while publishing individ-

ual location-based information. Firstly, there is a need for

ways to restrict this inherently identifying location-related

information without adversely impacting on the potential

utility of the data, and secondly, we need to ensure that

individual privacy is scalable to big data, i.e., the privacy is

maintained not only in the context of already published large

volumes of data from various sources, but also publication

of future data.

Differential privacy [1] has been shown to be effective

for privacy preservation of sensitive data release [2], [3], [4]

since it is a robust and verifiable privacy approach. How-

ever, there are several challenges when applying differential

privacy in large-scale trajectory scenarios. Firstly, privacy

preserving solutions should take the temporal correlations

of individual locations in a given trajectory into account to

protect them from inference attacks. The potential sparsity

combined with the volume of datasets (including already

published datasets) can enhance the sensitivity of the ran-

domization mechanism leading to an excessive magnitude of

noise required to achieve differential privacy when perturb-

ing data. Adding noise also reduces the utility of the data.

Effective location sanitization mechanisms with differential

privacy guarantees for big trajectory data are rare, where
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they should intelligently remove location information based

upon known and/or historical data patterns.

In this paper, a differentially private location-aware san-

itization system is proposed to address these challenges.

We introduce the concept definition "(α, r)-dataset", which
is used to protect the individual locations (points) in a

trajectory and reduce the randomized potential location of

all trajectories and thereby minimize the magnitude of noise

required for privacy. This approach reduces the sensitivity

through a personalized hierarchical mechanism that protects

the location by hiding it in the (α, r)-dataset that contains a
subset of all possible locations the user might visit from the

bigger probability of all trajectories in a given region.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

The relevant related work is described in Section II before

introducing the concept of differential privacy, (α, r)-dataset
and Variable Order Mobility Markov Models (VO3M) in

Section III. Section IV introduces the Differential Privacy

Hierarchical Locations Sanitization System (DPHLS) fol-

lowed by the experimental results and analysis in Section

V and final conclusions in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Publishing raw individual trajectories, especially in the

big data era, raises many privacy issues. Many of these

issues are discussed in [5]. Differential privacy [1] has

been broadly adopted to protect sensitive data in geospatial

locations [6], for sequential data [3] and for trajectory-based

data [7]. [6] demonstrated that sensitive data in locations

could be protected by using reasonable amounts of noise,

while maintaining considerable utility for location-based

services. Several other differential privacy approaches have

also been developed to release and mine spatial-temporal

data. However, these approaches are unable to achieve

sufficient utility when implementing differential privacy in

practice, due to the degrees of noise that are introduced.

[8] put forward a wavelet-conversion solution to decrease

the noise magnitude. [9] proposed an alternative approach

to release location data. However these improvements are

mainly for point level spatial information rather than se-

quences of locations data and temporal correlation between

them, i.e. trajectories. [10], [11], [12] present a trajectory

publication method using Markov assumptions to improve

the utility. However, the performance suffers from overfitting

the data when scaled to large space-time domains, since the

traditional transition matrix calculation of Markov models

is computationally infeasible in big data scenarios and their

associated impact on accuracy is thus unknown. When

facing real life unconstrained amounts of trajectories, the

increasing space-time domain demands that novel solutions

are found. [13] proposed a multi-level utility-controlled data

anonymization schemes in the context of large association

graphs considering three levels of user utility to publish large

datasets. This solution has proven effective in multi-tenant

cloud scenarios where users often have different levels of

access to the same data.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section related preliminary concepts are given

followed by an overview of the solution.

A. Variable Order Mobility Markov Models ( VO3M )

A Mobility Markov Chain [14], [15] model is adopted to

represent the user’s mobility behavior as a discrete stochastic

process in which the state can be represented by a point of

interest (POI) or an anchor point to reduce the state space

of traditional map grid mechanisms. A POI or anchor point

may be a known and fixed landmarks, e.g. a museum or

train station. In addition, a variable order Markov Model is

adopted to estimate the successive possible location based

on the past locations sequence. The Variable Order Mobility

Markov Model implements an escape mechanism to solve

the 0 frequency problem that occurs with big data. It also

adopts a tree structure to reduce the memory consumption

required in traditional prediction models whereby the space

complexity is decreased from O(MN × M) to O(N × M)
where M is the scale of the state and N is the size of dataset

[16].

Traditional Hidden Markov models and n-order Markov

models are based on a transition probability matrix used to

predict the next state, which gives rise to space complexity

and zero frequency problems. Variable Order Markov mod-

els can handle these problems through three stages: count-

ing, smoothing and variable-length modelling [17], [18].

Counting involves summation of the number of occurrences

of state ai after sequence s j in a given dataset which is
used as the basis of estimating the probability predictor

P̃r . Smoothing deals with the zero frequency problem and

thereby avoid the log-loss of unobserved but possible events.

The prediction by partial matching (PPM) [19] is the best

lossless compression prediction algorithm to achieve VMM.

PPM supports an escape and exclusion mechanism to handle

the zero frequency problem and uses a tree data structure

to solve high space complexity. The escape mechanism

is as follows: given a context t of length k that is less

than the maximal Markov order D, the probability of all

symbols that did not appear after sequence ti is allocated
as P̃r (escape | ti), while the rest 1 − P̃r (escape | ti) are
assigned as all other non-zero counts symbols. This fulfils

the following relation:

Pr (c | t) = {P̃r (c |ti ), i f c∈Σti

P̃r (cescape |ti )×P̃r (c |t′i ) otherwise.
(1)

where Σti is the set of all symbols after ti and t ′i is the
suffix of ti , and P(c | empty) = 1/Σ. In Mobility Markov
Model scenarios, given a semantic location sequence t and

a semantic location c, let N (tic) be the count of sequence
tic appearing in the training dataset and Σti denote the set
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of possible symbols appearing after ti , then

P̃r (c | ti) = N (tic)
| Σti | +

∑
c′ ∈Σti

N (tic′)
, i f c ∈ Σti (2)

P̃r (cescape | ti) = | Σti |
| Σti | +

∑
c′ ∈Σti

N (tic′)
(3)

B. Differential Privacy

Differential privacy was proposed by Dwork in [1]. The

formalized definition of differential privacy is that if an

individual is deleted from a database, there is no output that

becomes obviously changed. Specifically, a private function

F with ε-differential privacy for databases D1 and D2,

differing at most one element from each other, satisfies

differential privacy if for all outcomes of the database S (S

⊂ Range (F)) there is: Pr[F (D1) ∈ S] = eεPr[F (D2) ∈ S].
Differential privacy has two important properties, sequential

composition namely differential privacy provided by a set

of mechanisms Mi on an input set D is
∑
i ε i . and parallel

composition, i.e. if every mechanism Mi acts on a disjoint
subset Di ∈ D, the privacy provided will be (max(ε i))-
Differential Privacy for all Mi .

C. (α, r)-dataset

1) (α, r)-dataset Definition: Markov Models can result

in privacy breaches if partial background knowledge is

available/used. Knowledge of prior locations (i.e., previously

published data) will obviously result in privacy breaches, but

even knowledge of the probability of a user’s prior locations

can be a privacy risk in determining their future locations.

Privacy will be weakened if the obfuscated location of

a tweeter is hidden where it is known that the tweeter

cannot be. Thus the real locations should be hidden in the

actual (possible) regions where tweets have taken place. In

addition, to protect the location privacy, the sensitivity of

any given query should be decided based on the maximal

distance between locations. However, in real-world big data

scenarios, the randomized possible locations (where people

tweet) will be huge and the sensitivity will be excessively

large given that possible locations may be distributed over

extra-large areas (globally!). This would result in excessive

perturbation of locations resulting in less utility, i.e. where

the locations of a tweeter are obfuscated based on locations

where others have tweeted more often. Based on the po-

tential temporal and spatial regularity of tweet trajectories,

privacy preserving mechanisms can focus on those areas that

are more frequently visited. Moreover, if the user can reduce

the obfuscation region into different hierarchical levels, the

perturbation level and utility can be improved significantly.

Thus, a personalized hierarchical selection of the location

obfuscation region using various user-driven desires can be

adopted. Thus a user (tweeter) might want stronger privacy

for strangers (only know my location within a 1km circle) or

less strong for people I follow (only know my location with

a 100m circle). Consequently, (α, r)-dataset is proposed to
hide the true location at each point (in space and time) in

the trajectory data.

IVIIII

II

Figure 1: (α, r)-dataset.
The (α, r)-dataset at any timestamp t, Ωt , is composed

of a set of possible landmarks or anchor point a user

might visit in a personalized obfuscation (privacy) circle

with radius r. Given a personalized circle with radius r and

the prior probability of user’s location at timestamp t, p−t ,
(α, r)-dataset Ωt is a set containing a minimum number

of locations with cumulative prior probability more than

1 − α in a given region. Note that the (α, r)-dataset can
contain locations that never appeared in the dataset with

a probability calculated by the P̃r (cescape | t) to handle
the zero frequency problem. As we can see from Figure

1, given the location P4 in a trajectory that needs to be

perturbed, the first step is to build a (α, r)-dataset. There can
be a default randomized circle level, e.g. level I according

to street level, or level II to suburb level, or level III for

city level etc. Possible location predictions are then achieved

by Markov models. Finally, a randomly chosen location is

used to replace the original location to be published with

differential privacy. One exception of (α, r)-dataset is that the
real location may be outside of the Ωt . In this case, a nearest

location (a known POI (Point of Interests) for example) from

the real location in the Ωt can be chosen as the replacement.
2) (α, r)-dataset Sensitivity: The sensitivity for the dif-

ferential privacy mechanism on the (α, r)-dataset can be

inferred from the maximal distance between two locations

in the (α, r)-dataset domain at timestamp t. Let r represent
the radius of the (α, r)-dataset domain that the user intends
to hide their location in, then the definition of sensitivity

is as follows: Sr,t = max
r,t

dist(pi, pj ), where dist(pi, pj ) is

the distance between any two locations in the region. The

user can choose a randomized region and the sensitivity can

be calculated within that region. The differential privacy

mechanism will mask "just" the obfuscated region rather

than the entire region. Through this approach, the amplitude

of the noise required for privacy protection can be reduced

significantly making it highly suited to big data scenarios.

D. System Overview

Figure 2 provides an overview of the differential privacy

hierarchical location sanitization system for trajectory data

along with its core components. The purpose of this work

is to construct a differential privacy-oriented approach that
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is suitable for protection of privacy for large-scale user

trajectories. The first step involves location and trajectory

harvesting/extraction. Following this, an off-line learning

part and an on-line inference part is needed. In the off-line

learning, we first cluster the locations in the training dataset

and extract the anchor points or POIs to construct the anchor

points based on a spatial indexing model for Markov space

states. Furthermore, a Density-Joinable Cluster (DJ-Cluster)

[20] is adopted to cluster each trajectory in the training

dataset to discover stop points and to shrink the randomized

domain. Subsequently, each location cluster of the trajectory

is labelled with an identifier according to the anchor point’s

spatial indexing model and successive locations that share

the same label are reduced into a single label. Each cluster

(anchor point) corresponds to a state in the Markov model.

Afterwards, the (α, r)-dataset is constructed based on a

personalized hierarchical domain with associated transition

matrix where the rows denote the n previous visited locations

and the columns represent the next possible terminations

based on the VO3M. Finally, the locations and their visit

frequency will be perturbed and released through the privacy

location sanitization, which is achieved by private location

selection and frequency perturbation.

Offline Learning Online Inference 

Figure 2: Overview of solution.

IV. HIERARCHICAL LOCATION SANITIZATION

This section presents the proposed Differential Privacy

Hierarchical Location Sanitization System (DPHLS). The

system is built using four key algorithms: optimised DJ-

Cluster, construction of the VO3M, construction of the

(α, r)-dataset, and private location sanitization.

A. Big Location Density-based Clustering

The first step of trajectory pre-processing is to cluster

locations, corresponding to steps 4 to 7 in Figure 2. DJ-

Cluster (density-joinable) [20] has been developed to solve

these problem, as it uses the notion of connected components

instead of the clique graph used in DBSCAN. The density-

based neighbourhood (NB) of a location p, namely NB(p),

is denoted by NB(p) = {x ∈ P | dist(x, p) ≤ Eps} in which
P is the entire set of locations. If there is a point x such that

both NB(p) and NB(q) contain x then NB(p) is density-

joinable to NB(q), namely J(N(p),N(q)). The DJ-Cluster,

namely density and join-based cluster DC, is denoted by

∀ p ∈ P and ∀q ∈ P, ∃J (N (p), N (q)).
DJ-Cluster discovers neighbourhoods that contain at least

MinPts locations within Eps for each point. The location will

be labelled as noise if there no such neighbourhood, else,

it will be joined with an existing cluster if any neighbour

appears in an existing cluster or created as a new cluster

if not. DJ-Cluster can be used to discover anchor points.

Generally, the regions with denser locations are more rea-

sonable to use to re-describe the raw trajectories if they are

used as anchor points. In our approach, we aggregate dense

areas into clusters and adopt the centroids of each cluster as

anchor points.

B. Construction of Variable Order Mobility Markov Models

Using the optimized DJ-Cluster clustering algorithm, we

cluster the archived trajectories location database, build the

spatial indexing model using the anchor points of the clus-

ters, discover stop points using the centroid of each cluster

or POIs in the cluster, and merge the discovered clusters

whose centroids are within dmer distance. Subsequently,

each location cluster of the trajectory is labelled with an

identifier according to the anchor point spatial indexing

model (APSI) and successive locations sharing the same

label are merged into a single label. Each cluster (anchor

point) corresponds to a state in the Markov model, as

shown in Algorithm 1. We next explain how we build the

VO3M using anchor points as states in the Markov model.

We adopted the prediction by partial matching (PPM), the

Algorithm 1: Construction of VO3M

Input: training dataset DBT, maximal order D, MinPts,
Eps, μ, dmer

Output: Mobility Markov Chains

Clusters listClusters ← Optimized-DJ-Cluster (T);

APSI listAnchors ← the centroid of all constructed

clusters and their semantic identifier;

for each trajectory dataset T in DBT do
Clusters listClusters ← Optimized-DJ-Cluster (T);

for each cluster lci in listClusters do
Extract state ai according to APSI;

Squash all successive location sharing the same

label into a single occurrence;

Markov transition matric ← PPM(D,T);

best lossless compression prediction algorithm, to build

VO3M using cluster anchor points. The PPM is implemented

through a trie data structure. A trie T is built in the training

stage with maximum depth as D+1 if the maximal order
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of VO3M is D. Each node of T contains a symbol and its

count. Each sequence from the root (empty sequence) to the

leaf represent a subsequence in the training dataset. In the

construction phase, the PPM algorithm incrementally parses

the training sequence from the root, one symbol at a time

along the subsequence with length D. The count of symbols

is incremented along the path, thus the count of node c along

sequence ti is equal to N(tic). After the construction of trie
T, the probability of P̃r (c | ti) can be calculated. It starts
from the root and traverses the trie T according to the longest

suffix of ti , namely ti’, and then ti’ denotes the complete
path from the root node to a leaf. Thus the N(ti’c’) can be
used to obtain Σt′i . Spark is adopted to parallelize the PPM
algorithm.

C. (α, r)-dataset Construction

The construction of our proposed (α, r)-dataset can be
divided into two stages: private trajectory clustering, and

next location prediction and possible locations dataset con-

struction. Firstly, a private DJ-Cluster algorithm is adopted

to cluster locations of trajectories and replacing it to fewer

anchor point (e.g. the centroid of cluster or POI in the clus-

ter) to represent the original trajectory. Using the archived

locations in the calibrated trajectory, VO3M is applied to

predict all possible next locations and their transition prob-

ability within given circle domain for the current location to

be published. This is followed by sorting the next locations

dataset according to a transition probability. The top k most

possible candidates locations are chosen whose accumulative

probability is more than 1−α to construct the (α, r)-dataset.
1) Private Trajectory Clustering: The first step is to

cluster individual trajectories with differential privacy guar-

antees based on optimized DJ-Cluster groups to shrink the

randomized domains for privacy purposes, corresponding to

steps 11 and 12 of Figure 2. Differential privacy can be

achieved by guaranteeing that removing a location will not

significantly change the clustering results, namely the adver-

sary cannot infer to which cluster a location belongs based

on the clustering outputs. Lap(σct ) is used for perturbing
the counts of each cluster Cj extracted by optimized DJ-
Cluster, namely CT ′ = �

�
�
Mcj

�
�
�
+ Lap(σ

j
ct ). If the perturbed

count CT ′ > γ and CT ′ < 3 × γ, then the cluster will be
constructed. The count sensitivity is a fixed upper-bound for

the number of locations in each cluster, namely Δ f jct = 3×γ.
So σ

j
ct =

Δ f
j

ct

εct
, where εct is the privacy distribution in the

counting points step.
2) Next Location Prediction and Possible Locations

Dataset: This part is shown in Algorithm 2 and corresponds

to step 13 of Figure 2. Firstly, the user will choose a

randomized domain, namely a circle with radius r (stage 1).

In this domain, the (α, r)-dataset of the released location is
constructed at timestamp t, which is achieved in two phases.

Specifically, the transition matrix M of VO3M and the n

previous released locations are needed to predict the prior

Algorithm 2: Construction of (α, r)-dataset
Input: Transition matrix M, released location at , α, r.
Output: (α, r)-dataset for at Ωt .
Domain DN ← Personalized Circle within r;

Get past n locations for at and search the row r in M

for them;

Obtain all possible next locations and their prior

probability for the row r in M based on VO3M;

Construct the (α, r)-dataset Ωt ;
if at � Ωt then

Drift mechanism(at,Ωt );
Update(Ωt );

probability of all possible location at the current timestamp.

The row r in M corresponding to the past n visited positions

is found (stage 2) and then the prior probability column

corresponding to row r is discovered (stage 3). The locations

where the cumulative probability is greater than 1 − α are

chosen to construct the (α, r)-dataset (stage 4). If the released
location is outside the (α, r)-dataset Ωt , we adopt a drift
mechanism using the nearest location (a POI, anchor point,

etc) from the real location in the Ωt as a replacement.

D. Private Location Sanitization

Algorithm 3: Private Location Sanitization DBT’
Input: Trajectory Locations datasets DBT,ε .
Output: Sanitization Location Profiles DBT’.

Distribute Privacy budget ε into ε f q and εrs; for each
Cluster C in Perturbed Clustering Results do
f ′j = f j + Lap(σ

j
f p
);

for each location ai that needs to be released in
individual trajectory do
Figure out Ωt,ai , a j ; for each location a j in
Ωt,ai , a j do
Calculate the chosen probability Pra j ∈Ωt,ai

(a j );

Randomly select location a j from Ωt,ai , a j ; Replace
the ai → a j according to the given probability;

Release (Sanitized Location Profile);

In the following, we explain how we achieve the private

location sanitization for big trajectories data without impact-

ing the data utility. We first use the anchor points to derive

the individual location profile so that the amount of noise

required to achieve differentially private location trajectories.

We then use the (α, r)-dataset to replace the location in the
individual location profile. The Private Location Sanitization

is shown in Algorithm 3 and corresponds to step 14 of Figure

2. We explain these two steps in the algorithm below.

In a trajectory locations database DBT, the individual

trajectory information can be denoted by T = t1, t2, · · · , tm,
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where t j = [p1, p2, · · · , pn], and the individual location pro-
file can be denoted by LO = lo1, lo2, · · · , lom, loj = [pj, f j],
in which the pj is the location visited by the j-th individual
and f j is its visit frequency. The private location sanitization
mechanism employs a randomization mechanism to add

noise into the visit frequency and utilizes the exponential

mechanism for perturbing the visited location to release all

individuals’ locations and visit frequency by masking the

exact locations and weights selected to achieve differential

privacy. After location clustering of the trajectory dataset,

the visited locations are represented by anchor points and

the visit frequency is replaced by the total frequency of

the location cluster visited by the j-th individual. Thus

the individual location profile can be denoted by LO =

lo1, lo2, · · · , lom, loj = [a j, f j], in which the a j is the
visited cluster represented by the anchor point and f j is the
cluster total visit frequency. This can significantly reduce

the amount of noise required to prevent an adversary from

deducing the visit frequency of locations have been visited

by an individual in a particular cluster. The private visit

frequency perturbation itself can be achieved as follows:

f ′j = f j + Lap(σ
j
f p
), σ

j
f p
=

1
ε f p

, where ε f p is the privacy

budget used in the private frequency perturbation.

In the next step, the original location is replaced by

randomly selecting one location in its (α, r)-dataset, namely
the most similar locations set. Private location selection

can maintain considerable utility and reduce the complexity

compared with uniformly random location selection within

all possible locations. In addition, this solution can mask the

similarities between locations in case the adversary infers

the real location by simple statistical analysis. Exponential

mechanisms can be adopted to privately select and replace

locations from the original one’s in the (α, r)-dataset. Firstly,
the (α, r)-dataset for a certain location ai is discovered and
then the chosen probability is calculated based on sensitivity

and the score function. Using the chosen probability the

location selection can be executed. The Euclidean distance

between locations is used as the score function q for

∀a j ∈ Ωt,ai , which is defined as:

qi (Ωt,ai , a j ) = (GS − dist(ai, a j )), (4)

where ai is the original location that needs to be replaced
and a j ∈ Ωt,ai is used for the replacement. The maximal

change in the distance between ai, a j can be used for the
sensitivity (GS). Based on the q and GS, the probability

arranged for each a j ∈ Ωt,ai is calculated as follows:

Pra j ∈Ωt,ai
(a j ) =

exp(
εrs × qi (Ωt,ai , a j )

2 × GS )

∑
a j ∈Ωt,ai

exp(
εrs × qi (Ωt,ai , a j )

2 × GS )

, (5)

where the εrs is the privacy budget used in the random-
ization. Based on the chosen probability, one location can

be chosen to replace the original location. By composition

properties of differential privacy, hierarchical location saniti-

zation ensures εct +εrs+ε f p = ε-differential privacy, where
εct is used for private trajectory clustering, εrs is used for
private location selection and ε f p is used to perturbed the
visit frequency.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Evaluation Dataset

The geo-tagged tweets collecting and pre-processing is

executed on the NeCTAR research cloud, which sup-

ports elastic scaling and more harvesters can be deployed

across Cloud resources. The amount of harvested geo-

tagged tweets is 2.48 × 107, after pre-processing, the fi-
nal data set was composed of 108,944 user (tweet) loca-

tions. These data were saved with the following structure:

User Id |PointID |Longitude|Latitude|Date.
Finally, the raw individual trajectories database was con-

structed using the individual locations of geospatial tagged

tweets. Specifically, if the distance between two or more

consecutive locations in the same user’s geotagged tweets

within t = 120 min is more than d = 100m, the trajectory

can be aggregated using these location points [21]. Finally,

18,180 calibrated trajectories and 501 anchor points were

recognized.

B. Utility Evaluation Metrics

1) Sanitized Location Utility Measures: To evaluate the
utility improvement using DPHLS, we adopt the Average of

Distance Drift (ADD) and Recall to measure the information

loss when performing the DPHLS on the original data sets.

The first metric is recall, namely, the number of real anchor

points inferred by the perturbed data users. Recall can be

defined as:

Recall =
Count o f IST

Count o f anchorpoints in theCT
, (6)

Here, IS is the set of original locations, and CT is the set of

perturbed locations discovered through performing DPHLS

with differential privacy guarantees on the raw locations. ISP

is the perturbed locations in CT that have more than one re-

identified location in the IS (i.e. distance between them is

less than the threshold) and IST is the set of re-identified

locations. As seen from the definition of recall, this can be

used to assess the percentage of anchor points that have been

discovered from the set of real anchor points.

Furthermore, the ADD is applied to evaluate the differ-

ences when using the original and anonymized data sets.

ADD is defined as:

ADD =

∑
ai ∈IST and ai′ ∈ISP dis(ai, ai′ )

| ISP | , (7)

Here, dis() is the Euclidean Distance, and ADD is the

average distance of all perturbed locations in CT and their

associated location in IS.
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2) KNN Queries Measure: To measure the utility and

robustness of location dataset sanitization through DPHLS,

K-nearest neighbours searching is adopted to evaluate the

efficiency and robustness of the released locations. The kNN

query is one common and important kind of similarity query.

Here we randomly pick 500 locations from the location

dataset and discover their k NNs, then we perform our

DPHLS approach on the original location database excluding

the 500 chosen locations. We then find the kNN of these

500 locations in the released location datasets. Finally, we

calculate the query precision (e.g. the recall and ADD)

between the new kNN results set and the original set. Given

the original locations kNN set is IS and the perturbed

location kNN set is CT, the ADD is the average distance

between each location and its kNN, and the recall is given

as | ISP ∩ R′ | /k.
C. Evaluation Analysis

In this section, the utility of the DPHLS approach is

evaluated using a large-scale tweet trajectory dataset in terms

of the metrics above. In order to show the precision and

utility of the perturbed location released through DPHLS, a

set of experiments for multiple test trajectories from different

users are conducted.

1) Sanitized Location Utility Measures over Parameters:
To explore large-scale location density-based clustering, the

threshold value parameters for DPHLS were set as MinPts

= 500, Eps = 1000m and dmer=1000m. Following this, the
threshold parameters for private trajectory clustering were

set as MinPts = 50, Eps = 0.01 Km and dmer=100m.
The differential privacy guarantees were implemented by

performing a sequence of differential privacy steps.

As noted, the privacy leak level ε can be composed of
ε = εct + εrs + ε f p . The default values are ε=0.1,0.1,0.1 and
(α, r) =(0.06,5km) if not explicitly specified. The average
performances of DPHLS over different parameters ε and
(α, r) are as follows.
For the perturbed location utility measures, the most

important task is to find the threshold that can be used

to declare whether the real locations were discovered or

not. An optimal threshold can be used to ensure a high

recall and associated low distance between real locations

and released locations. Here we set the minimum Euclidian

Distance between the real location and the obfuscated one at

which the recall is higher than 70% of the threshold with the

appropriate threshold. We assess the recall of the DPHLS as

demonstrated in Figure 3.

It is clear that the recall increases as ε increases. Namely,
privacy and utility are trade-offs, and a higher degree of

privacy preservation allows fewer anchor points to be rec-

ognized. Using the method described above, the thresholds

can also be determined. The results show that the larger the

value of ε = εct + εrs + ε f p , the greater the recall will
be. As above, if the degree of privacy protection is higher,

Figure 3: Effect on Recall.

fewer anchor points will be found. In addition, the recall

results in a decrease as r increases and α declines, because
larger ranges will reduce the number of perturbed locations

that can be re-identified. This shows that recall can increase

and the utility will be improved by shrinking the candidate

ranges and increasing α using the (α, r) dataset mechanism.

Figure 4: Effect on ADD.

Figures 4 shows the ADD with varying ε at given α, r and
varying α, r at given ε respectively. As epsilon increases,
i.e. the privacy level weakens, ADD decreases obviously

since less noise is added. As α within a given r and

with given epsilon declines, namely 1 − α increases, and

more candidates exist in the (α, r)-dataset, ADD increases.

Consequently, choosing a higher value does not provide the

best trade-off between privacy and utility. At the same time,

ADD is mainly affected by r with a given α and epsilon.
As r increases, ADD increases because larger areas contain

more possible locations.

2) Utility for KNN Queries Measure: Figure 5 demon-
strates the ADD and recall results of kNN queries from

original locations and sanitized locations. In this Figure, it is

obvious that when k increases, ADD also increases but the

recall declines since the nearest neighbours have to be found

in larger ranges. In addition, recall results in an increase

with an increase in the privacy budget and an α, which
shows that reducing the amount of candidates in the (α, r)-
dataset can improve the utility. Furthermore, compared with

native differential privacy mechanism (Laplace Mechanism,

denoted by LAP), our DPHLS can achieve smaller ADD

and higher recall, i.e. the utility is improved. As such,

the DPHLS mechanism can maintain the utility of released

locations when performing kNN queries and DPHLS can

hence increase the accuracy of kNN query results.
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Figure 5: Effect on kNN query.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper focuses on protection of privacy of individual

users of social media. We propose a differentially private

hierarchical location sanitization (DPHLS) approach for big

trajectories in location-based social networks to protect

individual temporal and spatial locations of users. A Spark-

based platform is implemented to support the extra large

scale spatial dataset clustering and transition probability

calculations. DPHLS is based on the concept "(α, r)-dataset"
to protect the location of users in trajectories by shrinking

the randomized region where they might (probabilistically)

be found. This approach reduces the magnitude of noise

required for the privacy mechanism, and we have shown it is

highly effective for big data scenarios. Moreover the VO3M

is proposed to construct (α, r)-dataset, which requires lower
space complexity and can handle zero frequency problems

– again a major issue for real world, big data scenarios.

Furthermore, this paper proposes a DPDJ-clustering solution

to discover anchor point with differential privacy guarantees.

Finally, a private hierarchical location sanitization system

with private selection and frequency perturbation mechanism

is proposed to perturb and publish the location and its

frequency based on (α, r)-dataset. For future work directions,
we are exploring how to improve this approach to tackle

real-time location privacy guarantees, e.g. where users can

dynamically select their privacy levels in real time and

where different users (followers vs non-followers) can have

varying degrees of access to location information to a given

individual. We are also implementing mobile applications to

protect user-location privacy.
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